Boundaries of two-tone rate suppression of cochlear-nerve activity.
Two-tone rate suppression was examined in the responses of single cochlear-nerve fibers in Mongolian gerbils. The iso-rate tracking algorithm developed by Kiang and Moxon (Kiang, N.Y.-S. and Moxon, E.C. (1974): J. Acoust Soc. Am. 55, 620-630) for obtaining tuning curves was modified to track iso-rate suppression boundaries as a function of frequency with the excitor tone fixed at the characteristic frequency (CF) of the fiber. Lower threshold boundaries of the areas of suppression flanking the tuning curve above and below CF were outlined for fibers over a large CF range. It was found that the boundaries of rate suppression obtained below CF were very stable in their absolute positions on the intensity-frequency plane. This stability was evident both as a function of fiber CF (0.6-15 kHz) and as a function of the shape of the tuning curve at a given CF. In other words, the suppression boundary obtained below CF was largely independent of the tuning curve. In a second series of experiments tuning curves were taken in the presence of a fixed tone placed in the suppression area located above the fiber CF. The fixed tone by itself was not excitatory. These tuning curves were compared to tuning curves obtained with a single tone. It was found that frequencies around the fiber CF were most affected (suppressed) by the presence of the second tone, and that the low-frequency tail of the tuning curve tended to shift toward the boundary of the suppression area below CF. Because this suppression boundary lies below the threshold of the normal tail of the tuning curve for many mid- and high-CF fibers, these fibers often became hypersensitive at low frequencies in the presence of the second tone above CF.